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European Parliament resolution on Russian pressure on Eastern Partnership countries 
and in particular destabilisation of Eastern Ukraine
(2014/2699(RSP))

The European Parliament,

– having regard to its previous resolutions on Ukraine, with reference, in particular, to its 
resolutions of 27 February 20141 and 13 March 20142,

– having regard to the conclusions of the extraordinary meeting of the Foreign Affairs 
Council on Ukraine of 3 March 2014 and to the conclusions of the Foreign Affairs 
Council meetings of 17 March 2014 and of 14 April 2014,

– having regard to the statement of the Heads of State or Government on Ukraine at the 
European Council of 6 March 2014,

– having regard to the European Council’s conclusions on Ukraine of 20 March 2014,

– having regard to Rule 110(2) of its Rules of Procedure,

A. whereas pro-Russian demonstrations have taken place in eastern Ukraine over the last 
days; whereas in Donetsk, Luhansk and Kharkiv demonstrators have occupied the 
buildings of regional state administrations and other public buildings; whereas 
separatists have also stormed Security Service buildings and the offices of local TV 
stations;

B. whereas pro-Russian demonstrators in Donetsk have proclaimed the ‘Donetsk Republic’ 
and intend to hold a referendum on support for that ‘sovereign republic’ no later than 11 
May 2014; whereas in Kharkiv and Luhansk demonstrators have proclaimed ‘people’s 
republics’ following the example of Donetsk;

C. whereas between 12 and 13 April 2014 police stations and government buildings in 
Sloviansk, Kramatorsk, Krasnyi Liman, Mariupol, Yenakiieve and other towns in the 
Donetsk region were attacked and seized by well-armed, unidentified and masked 
gunmen in a series of coordinated raids; whereas at least one officer died and several 
were injured during the clashes;

D. whereas in the last weeks Russia has amassed military forces on its border with 
Ukraine; whereas there is a real risk that Russia could try to repeat the ‘Crimea 
scenario’ with the occupation and annexation of south-eastern parts of Ukraine;

E. whereas on 1 March 2014 the Russian Federation Council granted President Putin the 
authority to use Russian armed forces on the territory of Ukraine at the request of the 
President himself under the false pretext that the situation in Ukraine posed a threat to 

1 Texts adopted, P7_TA(2014)0170.
2 Texts adopted, P7_TA(2014)0248.
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the lives of Russian citizens;

F. whereas no attacks, intimidation or discrimination whatsoever against Russian or ethnic 
Russian citizens or other minorities have been reported recently in Ukraine;

G. whereas the actions by separatists appear to be aimed at destabilising the country, 
disrupting the election process and weakening the new government, in coordination 
with the efforts by Moscow to increase pressure on Kyiv at economic, military and 
political levels in order to de-legitimise the Ukrainian authorities and prevent Ukraine 
from seeking further integration with the EU;

H. whereas, in this respect, Russia increased gas prices for Ukraine to USD 486 per 
thousand cubic meters from 1 April, unilaterally ending the discount Ukraine received 
as part of the Kharkiv Accords and, in the last few days, has banned Ukrainian dairy 
products from entering Russian territory; whereas the Russian Federation has also 
arbitrarily applied unilateral trade restrictions on products from Georgia and Moldova;

I. whereas the EU has adopted an economic package in support of Ukraine that also 
includes macro-financial aid and autonomous trade measures; whereas Ukraine is about 
to finalise an agreement with the International Monetary Fund on an aid plan; whereas 
the strings attached to this agreement have so far been kept confidential; whereas the 
social and economic situation of the country is further deteriorating;

J. whereas on 21 March 2014 the EU and Ukraine signed the political provisions of the 
Association Agreement (AA) with the undertaking to sign the remainder of the 
agreement, which includes the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area (DCFTA), as 
soon as possible;

K. whereas on 10 April 2014 the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe passed 
a resolution to withdraw the voting rights of the representatives of the Russian 
Federation in the Assembly due to Russia’s annexation of Crimea following the military 
occupation of the peninsula;

L. whereas strong international diplomatic action is needed at all levels to de-escalate the 
situation and prevent the crisis from spiralling out of control; whereas the EU must 
respond effectively so as to allow Ukraine and other Eastern Partnership countries to 
fully exercise and enjoy their sovereignty free from external pressure;

M. whereas, in this regard, the OSCE has decided to deploy an international mission to 
Ukraine with the aim of monitoring the situation and defusing the crisis; whereas the 
European Council has asked the High Representative to draw up plans for an EU 
contribution to facilitate the work of the OSCE mission;

1. Expresses its deep concern at the ongoing crisis and at the potential implications, impact 
and consequences that this crisis could have on the security of the whole region and on 
the future of EU-Russia relations; calls, in this regard, on all actors to act constructively 
and show restraint with a view to de-escalating the crisis and finding a viable solution 
that stabilises the situation and enables the Ukrainian authorities to cope with and take 
urgent and effective action to tackle the current economic and social problems;
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2. Regrets, in this respect, the fact that the responsible approach taken by the Kyiv 
authorities in trying to solve the crisis through dialogue and diplomatic means has so far 
failed, and urges them to redouble their efforts to strengthen the unity of the country and 
achieve reconciliation between all components of Ukrainian society; calls, in this 
regard, for the immediate disarmament of all paramilitary groups and self-defence 
forces;

3. Firmly condemns the annexation of Crimea by the Russian Federation as an act which is 
in breach of international law and of the Helsinki final act, and calls on Moscow to 
immediately reduce and pull back its troops from its border with Ukraine and to stop 
any deliberate action, infiltration, political interference or hidden support to the 
demonstrations taking place in eastern Ukraine as a first concrete step towards de-
escalating the crisis;

4. Reminds Russia of its legal obligations as a signatory of the 1994 Budapest 
Memorandum in which parties agreed to refrain from the threat or use of force against 
the territorial integrity or political independence of Ukraine;

5. Looks forward to the quadripartite meeting between the EU High Representative, the 
US Secretary of State and the Foreign Ministers of Russia and Ukraine, and hopes that 
this can contribute to reducing tension and paving the way for a comprehensive and 
lasting diplomatic solution to the crisis; stresses, however, that Ukraine’s future choices 
can only be made by the Ukrainian people themselves through a democratic, inclusive 
and transparent process; urges the Kyiv authorities, in this regard, to make every effort 
to ensure that the presidential elections scheduled for 25 May 2014 are held in full 
compliance with OSCE standards and welcomes, in this respect, the Commission’s 
decision to allocate EUR 5 million in aid to support the OSCE election observation 
mission and election-related confidence-building measures;

6. Believes that early parliamentary elections should be called after the presidential 
elections and before the end of the year in order to strengthen the legitimacy of the 
Ukrainian institutions;

7. Supports the idea proposed by Foreign Minister Deshchytsia of a non-aligned Ukraine, 
similar to the Finnish model, as a possible means of de-escalating tension with Russia 
and making it clear that the AA or a DCFTA with the European Union is not connected 
to NATO integration;

8. Takes the view, furthermore, that constitutional reform in Ukraine should be the topic of 
a broad and in-depth discussion involving all elements of Ukrainian society and should 
eventually lead to a referendum;

9. Deeply deplores the fact that a short-term exceptional assistance measure for Ukraine 
aimed at supporting election observation and related confidence-building measures in 
the context of the Instrument for Stability and Peace (ISP) might be delayed or 
cancelled due to the alarming shortage of payments for financing EU external aid; urges 
both the Commission and the Council to prepare for the transfer of financial resources 
without further delay in order to allow for the smooth functioning of the ISP when the 
EU’s immediate neighbourhood is facing such a severe crisis;
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10. Calls, at the same time, for the full and effective deployment of the OSCE mission 
tasked with monitoring the situation in Ukraine after the occupation of Crimea; calls, 
furthermore, for its extension to Crimea and welcomes the decision of the European 
Council to find ways to facilitate the work of this mission;

11. Points out that the suspension of the voting rights of the Russian delegation by the 
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, together with the resolution adopted 
by the UN General Assembly condemning Russia for the annexation of Crimea, are 
unequivocal signs of the Russian Federation’s growing isolation at international level 
that should be given all due consideration by the Russian authorities if Russia wants to 
remain a credible international player;

12. Urges the EU to support Ukraine’s legal proceedings in all international courts and 
arbitration bodies should Ukraine decide to lodge complaints regarding Crimea and 
other bilateral controversies with Russia;

13. Welcomes the decision of the European Union to introduce targeted sanctions, including 
travel restrictions and asset freezes, against persons responsible for actions of 
intolerance and hatred, including calls for war, or for actions which could undermine or 
threaten the territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of Ukraine, but regrets 
the decision of the Foreign Affairs Council of 14 April 2014 not to resort to the third 
phase of sanctions despite the escalation of the crisis;

14. Points out that the export of arms and military technology can endanger the stability and 
peace of the entire region; deeply deplores the fact that EU Member States have 
exported extensive quantities of arms and military technology to Russia, including 
major strategic conventional capacities; calls on France, Germany and Italy, as the 
biggest arms exporters to Russia, to fundamentally review their export policies towards 
Russia, to assume responsibility and ensure compliance with the EU arms control 
regime; urges the French Government not to deliver the first Mistral class battleship on 
1 November 2014 as currently planned; welcomes the decision of the German 
Government to immediately suspend cooperation between Rheinmetall and the Russian 
armed forces regarding the construction of the combat training centre;

15. Welcomes the signing of the political provisions of the Association Agreement and 
expects the quick implementation of the autonomous trade preferences adopted by the 
EU to bridge the gap until the signing of the remainder of the agreement, which includes 
the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area;

16. Reiterates that the Association Agreement with Ukraine does not constitute the final 
goal in EU-Ukraine relations; points out, in this respect, that pursuant to Article 49 of 
the TEU, Ukraine – like any other European state – has a European perspective and may 
apply to become a member of the Union provided that it adheres to the principles of 
democracy, respects fundamental freedoms and human and minority rights and ensures 
the rule of law;

17. Calls for the European Union and the Government of Ukraine to develop and implement 
without delay an effective information campaign for citizens, to conduct programmes 
demonstrating the benefits of Ukraine’s political association and economic integration 
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with the EU, and to counter all false and biased information, particularly in the eastern 
and southern regions, including at local level;

18. Urges the Ukrainian Government to launch an ambitious set of transparent and 
comprehensive structural reforms that prioritise strengthening the rule of law, 
eradicating corruption through the adoption and enforcement of necessary legislation, 
establishing a balanced and functioning system of governance based on the separation 
of powers and in line with European standards, introducing a substantial reform of the 
judicial system and the election law, and aligning the anti-discrimination legislation 
with EU standards; considers, furthermore, that it is of the utmost importance to start a 
gradual process of decentralising central powers to regional and municipal 
administrations in line with the EU principle of subsidiarity, without undermining the 
internal balance of powers and the effective functioning of the state; welcomes, in this 
regard, the Commission’s decision to create a Support Group for Ukraine which will 
work on the implementation of the ‘European Agenda for Reform’;

19. Points out that the limited set of measures adopted by the EU in response to the invasion 
of Ukraine by Russia is also due to its strong dependence on the Russian Federation as 
regards energy supplies; considers it to be of the utmost importance, in this regard, to 
reduce EU dependence in the medium term on Moscow and on other authoritarian 
regimes, and to consider the possibility of a full boycott, while putting in place concrete 
alternatives to help those EU countries that currently have no other energy source than 
from Russia; calls, in this regard, on the Commission to work for the full 
implementation of the Third Energy Package and to support projects in the Southern 
Corridor that effectively diversify energy supplies; urges Member States not to engage 
their public companies in projects with Russian companies that increase European 
vulnerability and, in this regard, calls also upon the European Council to adopt national 
binding targets on renewable energy and energy efficiency for 2030 that will lower 
European dependency on fossil imports, as shown in the Commission’s Impact 
Assessment accompanying its Communication on the climate and energy package for 
2030 which is on the agenda of the forthcoming European Council on March 20-21;

20. Welcomes the initial measures adopted by the Commission to enable Ukraine to tackle 
an energy crisis should Russia cut gas supplies to this country, and urges the Council 
and the Commission to assist and support Kyiv in its efforts to solve the long-standing 
gas dispute with Moscow;

21. Draws attention to the dramatic social situation in the country; calls on the Ukrainian 
Government to fully disclose the strings attached to the agreement with the IMF and 
calls for accompanying measures aimed at alleviating the current situation with regard, 
in particular, to the most vulnerable sections of the population; takes the view that IMF 
conditions could increase internal tensions and lead to the rapid reduction of salaries 
and posts in public administration, which could result in an increase in corruption as a 
side-effect;

22. Reiterates its call for the setting-up of an independent commission to investigate the 
Kyiv shootings and the tragic events on Maidan and for it to quickly become fully 
operational, with the inclusion of a strong international component and under the 
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supervision of the Council of Europe Advisory Panel;

23. Underlines the need for an eventual reform of the existing legislation on languages in 
cooperation with the Venice Commission to bring it into line with Ukraine’s obligations 
under the European Charter for Regional and Minority Languages;

24. Welcomes the adoption of the visa-free regime between the EU and Moldova and looks 
forward to the quick finalisation of the visa-free regime between the EU and Ukraine as 
a concrete response to the European aspirations of the people demonstrating on Maidan 
square; calls, in the meantime, for the immediate introduction of temporary, very simple 
and inexpensive visa procedures;

25. Calls, furthermore, on the Commission to work together with the Ukrainian authorities 
to find ways to counterbalance the effects of the retaliatory measures adopted by 
Moscow to stop the signing of the Association Agreement;

26. Welcomes the intention to sign the Association Agreements with Moldova and Georgia 
no later than June 2014, and urges the Council to follow suit; takes the view that it is in 
the interest of EaP countries to find ways to lessen and overcome any obstacles that 
create incompatibility with the European Economic Area and the Customs Union; calls, 
therefore, for a frank and open dialogue with the Russian Federation in order to make 
every effort to develop synergies aimed at benefiting EaP countries;

27. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council, the Commission, the 
governments of the Member States, the Presidents, Governments and Parliaments of 
Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova, the Council of Europe, the OSCE and the President, 
Government and Parliament of the Russian Federation.


